
Sometimes, the things that touch us might seem like a random ray of light under a dappled bough or a big hearty
voice of a stranger at the other end of the phone line. We will remember the bright sparkle or the voice of an
angel of benevolence but they will remain isolated moments of rapturous communion with beauty and
goodness; unless at the spur of the moment, a name charged with a force, elicits a spontaneous reaching out of
shared culture or values which usually lie hidden and unnoticed. 
 
 
It was 20 April 2020. I fall in the category of the vulnerable elderly at 71 and with the illness of Parkinson’s I
became a protected species advised by the government to stay home for three months and not to venture out. I
did not mourn the long curfew existence as all my complaining friends had long kicked the bucket some twenty
years ago; besides, I’ve always enjoyed staying at home, contemplating the perpetuity of life. Three days ago, I
decided to test the social care given to us as claimed by the politicians on the TV every day; that I should ring the
Free Food Delivery number and complain that I had been neglected for though I could not go out shopping, no
one has enquired if I needed anything. I have only depended on my daughter’s weekly online order delivered by
Ocado. She can get her orders delivered by Ocado as she has been their online customer for over thirteen years,
but since she’s making her weekly orders for our three units, our weekly orders are quite restricted. My
companion and I were unable to find any free slots in any of the supermarkets for our online order. 
 
 
Since my short chat over the phone with the lovely woman who has the voice of the Mother of Philanthropy at
the Free Food Delivery office, I had received texts confirming they will deliver on Monday. That morning, slightly
after 11 a.m., the intercom buzzed and a hearty voice called out, “Food delivery from SVP!” 
 
 
I opened the door to find two carrier bags full of goodies and a cherubic young man with blond hair and a shy
smile on the landing a flight of stairs below, a safe social distance away from any contamination. I thanked him
with sincere gratitude and asked, “What’s SVP?”
 
 
“It’s Saint Vincent de Paul Society, a Catholic charity.” The young deliverer replied factually but I detected a tint
of awe and respect in the gentle voice.
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“I was a Catholic and my uncle was a brother of La Salle Institution.” I blurted out the connection. And then, like
the chain of beings, the inevitable link-up with my uncle to my cousin was woven to become part of the extended
family narrative. 
 
“I also had a cousin, Catherine, who was inspired to be a nun. She was the head prefect of the Light Street
Convent and excelled at her studies and her duties. The family opposed her wish to join the holy order of the
sisters.
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They locked her up in her room and would leave her meals at the door. It was said that she fasted and when she
died, there was a storm outside, hence Catherine was beatified and it was said that she would be canonised as a
saint in the years to come. “ 
 



The young deliverer of free food was stunned to hear such an unlikely but beautiful story from the Chinese–
looking woman at the door. One of his favourite sayings is, “Truth is stranger than fiction,” and he’s excited about
going back to report the unknown story of a saint from Malaysia.
 
My companion asked if there’s a SVP church nearby as I had said we should meet the SVP’s members and make a
donation to thank them for coming to me in the hour of my need. Oh yes, it was the thought of getting a bottle of
oil and some other heavy food stuff that prompted me to phone them. But somehow, we have started a
connection that’s more than about food… it’s a connection about compassion in our life, finding shared values in
our narratives and culture and believing that everyone counts in our global and diverse community.
 
Even as I’m writing, this story of my dear beloved Uncle, Brother John Climacus of the La Salle Institute, I
remember Catherine’s young sister Theresa who, after the demise of her Sister, was allowed to stay in the
convent as a non-uniformed nun. I had met and spoken to Theresa a few times… she’s a devout Catholic like
Uncle John who devoted his life to serving God through his teaching, charity works and visiting the old and the
sick in hospitals.
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It was Uncle John who moved me from the Methodist Girls’ School to the Convent Light Street, the oldest school
for girls in Malaysia. He was a gentle soul who encouraged my sister and I to attend Catechism classes and be
baptised though he saw the rebel in me,  who used to drive the nuns to prayers with my existential questions. I
know that when I can finally walk freely without fear of getting infected by the Coronavirus to meet the SVP
Support Team, we would have connected at many levels. 
 
No one is a stranger in a community with shared values.
 


